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BTG presents: Fizzy PennyslotTM

Quench your thirst with Fizzy Pennyslot™, a compact 4-line slot. 

The Bonus Reel adds extra fizz, revealing multipliers with each spin to boost adjacent line 
wins. In the base game, unlock multipliers of up to x200 for satisfying rewards. Look out for the 
Trigger Coin on the Bonus Reel, triggering 6 free spins. During each free spin, the lowest Bonus 
Reel multiplier upgrades, potentially reaching up to x500. Coin appearances during Free Spins 
award an extra spin, keeping the action going. Elevate your experience with Win Exchange™, 
converting significant wins into Free Spins. Plus, for instant thrills, the Bonus Buy option lets you 
jump straight into Free Spins. 

Fizz with excitement and sip on refreshing wins with Fizzy Pennyslot™!

Min Stake

Max Stake

Features

Max Win

Win Ways

Reels x Rows

RTP

Volatility

GENERAL INFORMATION
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• Bet small and win big with PennyslotTM.
• Bonus Reel with multipliers of up to x200 in base game and x500 in Free Spins.
• Win ExchangeTM to turn big wins into Free Spins.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.01

€/£/$ 20 (Max Exposure 250,000), 40 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 90 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

96.44%

4 (Bonus Reel, Free Spins, Win ExchangeTM, Bonus Buy)

10,170x

4

5 x 4

Very High
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fizzypennyslot fizzypennyslotv196% Option with Bonus Buy

OSS Game Type

fizzypennyslot

fizzypennyslot

OSS ID

fizzypennlotv186

fizzypennlotv194

86% Option with Bonus Buy

94% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 
Get ready for a fizzy explosion when a Trigger Coin appears anywhere in the Bonus Reel 
during the base game, unlocking 6 free spins! With each free spin, watch as the lowest 
multiplier on the Bonus Reel bubbles up to a higher multiplier, reaching up to the maximum 
soda-licious x500. During Free Spins, if a Trigger Coin appears in the Bonus Reel, it will 
award an extra free spin for a fizzy Free Spin frenzy! 

Free Spins

Prepare for a fizz-tastic adventure with Fizzy Pennyslot™, the bubbliest 4-line slot in 
town featuring a Bonus Reel that’s sure to tickle your taste buds! Watch as the Bonus 
Reel delivers multipliers that bubble up to a whopping x200 in the base game and an 
effervescent x500 during Free Spins. As the Bonus Reel pops with excitement and reveals 
its fizzy multipliers, every win on the adjacent line gets a bubbly boost, multiplying your 
winnings by the displayed fizzy factor. 

Bonus Reel

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Fizzy PennyslotTM, PennyslotTM, Win ExchangeTM and Bonus Buy.  The 
game is responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.
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Bonus Buy

If you’re thirsting for a bubbly delight, dive straight into the action with Bonus Buy. Simply 
press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 6 free spins for 65 times your stake. Then, immerse 
yourself in the effervescent world of Free Spins and let the fizzy fun begin!

Win ExchangeTM

Bubble up your luck with Win Exchange™ and turn your big wins into fizz-tastic Free 
Spins! Whenever you win between 25 and 65 times your stake, you’ll have the option 
to exchange the entire win for the chance to be awarded 6 free spins. The likelihood of 
winning the gamble is indicated in green on a wheel. When you score 65 times your stake 
or more, you can exchange that amount for 6 free spins, maximizing your chances for a 
bubbly win.
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GAME FEATURES

86.38% - 86.39%

94.41%

96.44%

Download the full promo pack: HERE

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/fizzy-pennyslot

